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1. Definition and basic observations 
In this paper we study the topological property of weak normality which is a common 
generalization of normality and cleavability [I ]. The notion of a weakly normal space 
was introduced by Arhangel'skff in [2] and has become a useful tool for the theory of 
cleavable spaces. 
Our notations and terminology follow [51. By T we always mean an infinite cardinal. 
For each ordinal oL we denote by T(a)  the set of all ordinals less than a with the 
order topology. For an arbitrary cardinal function ~, T'~,~- will symbolize the class of all 
spaces X (for which ~p(X) is defined) with ~o(X) ~< 7". The pseudoweight of a space 
X is denoted by pw(X). For a Tychonoff space X,  the Hewitt-Nachbin umber of X 
(denoted by q(X) )  is the minimal 7" such that for each z E ~X \ X there exists a G~--set 
P in f iX  such that z E P C_ fiX \ X, i.e., X is reaicompact iff q(X) <~ o:. Following 
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Shapirovskii' [111, we mean by q-tighmess of a space X (and use the notation qt(X)) 
the supremum of cofinalities of convergent free sequences in X: qt(X) ~< t (X)  and 
qt(X) ~< t/,(X) for any Ti-space X. and qt(X) : t (X)  for any compact Hausdorff 
space X. By 0 we denote the zero constant function (an element of R ~ or IT). 
Definition 1.1. A topological space X is called weakly normal over a class 79 of spaces 
if for any pair of disjoint closed subsets A, B _C X there exist a space P.a.R E 79 and a 
continuous map fA,B : X --+ PA,B such that fA ,n (X)  = t'.l.t3 and f .w~(A) l ' l f  a,n(B) = 
0. if 79 is the class consisting of all subspaces of a space Y then we say that X is weakly 
normal over the space F. In the case Y = I1~", the space X is simply called weakly 
normal. 
If we let A and B be arbitrary disjoint subsets of X, we obtain the notion of cleavability 
[I]. On the other hand, by the classical Urysohn Lemma, each normal space is weakly 
normal over ~. Weak normality (over an hereditary cl;.tss of spaces) is inherited by closed 
subspaces. 
The lsbelI-Mr6wka space 161 and I~"' are examples of Tychonoff spaces which are not 
weakly normal. Any cleavable nonnormal space (e.g., the Niemytzki Plane) represents a 
weakly normal space which is not normal. Meanwhile ach countably compact weakly 
normal space is normal [21. The Tychonoff Plank T = (T(,~l + I) × T(~ + I)) \ {(~l,,~)} 
is an example of a pseudocompact weakly normal space which is not normal and not 
countably compact. 
It seems to be a natural problem to compare the properties of the classes of weakly 
normal and normal spaces. In our paper we will discuss their behavior under topological 
products. 
One of the most surprising facts concerning weak normality is that it is not additive-- 
the product of a weakly normal space and a large discrete space may appear not to be 
weakly normal. In this aspect, weak normality is affined to cleavability rather than to 
normality. 
The next statement may be treated as a version of Lemma 4.3 from 131. 
Propo,~ition 1.2. Let the spaces X and Y have the following properties: 
(a) The set C(X ,  Y )  of all continuous mal~s j)'ont X into Y has catdinality <~ 2 r. 
(b) For some A > 2 T there exist avo A-sequences (A,~: t~ < A) am/(/3. :  t~ < A) t~ 
closed subsets of X such that A .  n B,~ = 0 and (A.  n B~) o (A,~ fl ll,~) ¢ (O.for any 
disthwt t~,/3 < A. 
Suppose that D is a discrete space and ]DI > 2 T. Then the product X × D is not 
weakly ?lot'mal over yr .  
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let tl = min{A, [D I } and choose an injective map i : i t  -4 
D. Put A = [,.J{A, × {i(a)}: ct </z} and B = U{B,~ × {i(t0}: t~ < ll}. Then A and B 
are disjoint closed subsets of X × D, so there exists a continuous map f : X x D -+ Y~ 
such that f (A )  fq f (B )  = 0. For each t~ < p we define f,, E C(X,Y" )  by j,~(x) = 
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f(a:, i(a)). Since [C'(X, YT)I = IC(X, Y)I" <~ (2~')" = 2 ~" </2. there are a, '~ </~ such 
that ~ -¢ ~3 and f,, = f,~. One of the sets A,, N B,~ and A~ ¢q B ,  is not empty, say. the 
former. If a" E A,~ N B:~ then (.r, i(a)) E A, (x, i(1:1)) E B. but f(a'. i(t~)) = f,~(.c) = 
f,~(a') = f(a', i(/~)), so f (A )  n f (B )  ~ 0 which is a contradiction. [] 
Corollary !.3. Suppose that IC(X)l <~ 2 ~ (in pariicular, d(X)  <~ r) and X has a closed 
discrete subspace F with 2 [Ft > 2 r. Let D be a discrete space with cardinali~" > 2 r. 
Then X × D is not weakly normal over R ~. 
Proof. Let (A,~: ~ < 2 IFf) be any enumeration of all subsets of F and B,  = F \ A ,  
for each ~ < 2 IFt. Then the condition (b) of Proposition 1.2 is satisfied. Now apply 
Proposition 1.2 to Y = I~. [] 
The last statement yields the following: 
Example 1.4. Consider the Sorgenfrey Line K and its square K-" which is a weakly 
normal space since it admits a one-to-one continuous map onto R-'. Further, K 2 is 
separable and contains a closed discrete subspace of cardinality 2"~. By Corollary !.3. if 
D is a discrete space of cardinality > 2 '~ then K-" × D is not weakly normal. [] 
The nonadditivity of weak normality is sensitive only in the case of a large number 
of addenda. Following Proposition 2.5 of 131, one can prove: 
Proposition 1.5. Let {X,: t E T} be a fitmily of topological spaces where ITI <- 2 ~ 
aml each Xt is weakly normal over an hereditao, and r-productive class P of  spaces. 
Then the discrete sum ~]~{Xt: t E T} is weakly normal over P too. 
Another difference between weak normality and normality lies in the fact that the 
product of a weakly normal space and a countable regular Ti-space is always weakly 
normal. More precisely, the lbllowing statement holds. 
Proposition 1.6. Let X ,  Y be Tychonoff spaces and [YI ~< 7". Suppose that for each 
y E Y a subspace X u C X is weakly normal over R r and C*-embedded into X.  Then 
the space 
z = U{x , ,  × {:j}: y c Y} c x × Y 
is weakly normal over R r. 
Proof. Let A, B c_ Z be disjoint closed subsets. For each .q E Y the sets Ay = {.r E 
X,j: (a:,y) E A} and B u = {a: E Xy: (at, y) E B} are disjoint and closed in Xy. so 
there exists a continuous map fy.  X~, --4 10, I[ T ~ R ~" such that f, j(Au) M f.u(By) = O. 
Let h u : X --+ k~ r be a continuous extension of f,j to X (just extend each co-ordinate of 
fu)- Next, let 9 : Y -4 l~r be a continuous injection. Put h = A{hy: y E Y} × 9 and 
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f = h[z. Then f :  Z -+ ll~ ~" is a continuous map and f (A )  A f (B )  = 0. Hence Z is 
weakly normal over ll~ r. t3 
The previous proposition may be slightly generalized. Let us say that a subspace 
Z c_ X is C-embedded h~to X with respect o a class 79 of spaces if for any continuous 
map f :Z  --4 P such that f (Z )  = P c 7 9 there exist a homeomorphic embedding 
i : P ---> Q and a continuous map 9 : X ---> Q such that g(X)  = Q c 79 and i o f = glz. 
Proposition 1.7. Let 7 9 be an hereditao' r-plvductive class of spaces containing ~ attd 
X ,Y  be Tychonoff spaces where ]Y] ~< 7-. Suppose that for each 9 E Y a subspace 
X u c X is chosen, X u is C-embedded into X with respect o 7 9 and weakly normal 
m'er "I 9. Then the space 
z:U{x,,×t,~: ,er}cx×r  
is weakly normal over 79. ht particular, if X is itself weakly nornlal over 79 then X × Y 
is weakly normal over 79. 
2. Weak normality of products with compact or metric spaces 
The following three well-known theorems characterize important topological properties 
by normality of special products. 
( I ) A Tychonoff space X is paracompact iff the product X ×/}X is normal (Tamano 
ll3]). 
(2) A space X is normal and countably paracompact iff the product X x [ is normal 
t, Dowker [4]). 
(3) A space X is a normal P-space iff for any metrizable space M the product X x M 
is normal (Morita [9]). 
We will now discuss the problem whether normality of products in these results may 
be replaced by weak normality. 
For Taf~ano's theorem, we answer this question in an affirmative, 
Theorem 2.1. For any Tychonoff space X the folhm'ing are equivalem: 
(a) X is paracompact. 
(b) lhere exists a compactification cX  of the space X such that X x cX  is weakly 
normal m,er the class .A4 of all metrizable spaces. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that (b) ~ (a). The reasoning is in general similar to the 
proof of Tamano's theorem in [51. Let/.4 = {U.~: s C S} be an arbitrary open cover 
of X. For each s E S we choose an open subset V~ c_ cX such that V~ fq X = U~. 
Then Z = cX \ (U{V~: s c S}) is a closed subset of cX and Z N X = O. The sets 
A = {(.r,.r): ~' C X} and B = X × Z are closed disjoint subsets of X × cX. Since 
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X x cX is weakly normal over .A4, there exist a metric space (M. d) and a continuous 
map f : X x cX --+ M such that f (A)  I-~ f (B)  = 0. Then the formula 
9(x, :) = d(f(x,  Z), f (x ,  X)) 
defines a continuous function 9 : X x cX ~ R with 9(A) C_ {0} and 9(B) C_ ]0, +~x:[. 
Now put 
p(x, y) = sup { lg(x, z) - g(y, z)l: z E cX }. 
Then p is a continuous pseudometric on X, i.e., Tp c_ Tx where Tp denotes the (generally 
not To) topology on X generated by the pseudometric p. 
For any x E X and z E Z we have 9(x, z) > 0. As Z is compact and 9 is a continuous 
function, 
ex = ½ inf{g(x,z): z E Z} > 0. 
The family {B(x, ex): x E X} where B(x, ex) = {y E X: p(x,y) < ~%}, is an open 
cover of the space (X, Tp). By Remark 4.4.2 from [51, it has a refinement {Wt: t ~ T} 
which is open and locally finite with respect o Tp, and thus with respect o a stronger 
topology Tx. 
Let us show that for any x E X the closure of B(x.e~) in cX does not meet Z. If 
z E B(x, ex) C_ X then g(x, z) = ]g(x, z) -g(z ,  z)] ~< p(x, z) < r=x. From the continuity 
of 9 it follows that 9(x, z) <~ ex for all z E B(x, ex). On the other hand, z E Z implies 
9(x,z)/> 2ex. Hence B(x,e.,.) N Z = 0. Consequently, Wt t3 Z = 0 for all t E T. The 
final step of the proof coincides with that from [51. [] 
Dowker's theorem does not admit such a direct generalization. An easy counterexample 
is given by the Niemytzki Plane L which is neither normal nor countably paracompact 
but L x I is weakly normal and even cleavable. Szeptycki [12] proved that for any 
weakly normal countably metacompact space X the product X x I is weakly normal; 
also, --- x I is weakly normal where E" is M. Rudin's Dowker space [10]. 
Actually, the following problem of Arhangel'skii is open. 
Problem 2.2. Is the product X x I weakly normal for each normal (weakly normal) 
space X? 
The product of a weakly normal space with a separable metric space need not be 
weakly normal. An example is presented below. 
Example 2.3. Suppose that B is a Bemstein set on reals, i.e., B and A = ll( \ B have 
cardinality 2~ and each uncountable closed subset of lt~ meets both A and B. Consider 
the (Lindel(if) Michael Line I~a which is obtained from R by declaring all points of B 
isolated. Let X = ilia x D where D is a discrete space with [D] > 2 ~. Then X is normal 
and locally LindelOf, but X x B is not weakly normal. To verify the latter, first note 
that there are only 2 ~ open F,,-sets in IliA, and hence the set C(RA) of all continuous 
real-valued functions on I~A has cardinality 2" (ever), continuous real-valued function 
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f is uniquely defined by a sequence ( f -~( l -~ ,q l ) :  q E Q) of open F,~-sets). Thus 
I(_.,~A × B)I ~< IC(I~A)I dU~ = (2") ~ = 2". Then. A = {(b,b): b E B} is a closed 
discrete subspace of ~A × B and IAI = 2-'. Bv Corollary 1.3. the space X × B which 
is homeomorphic to (I~.,t × B) × D is not weakly normal. [] 
In connection with Morita's theorem we present he following statement which shows 
that if X × M is weakly normal for any metrizable (and even first countable paracompact) 
space M then X may appear to be neither normal nor countably paracompact. 
Proposition 2.4. The product qf the Tychonoff Phmk T n'ith eveo' first countable para- 
compact Hausdmff ,wace P is weakly normal. 
Proof. Fix a paracompact Hausdorffspace P with \ (P )  = ~v. Let {O.(z):  n E ..,} be a 
countable local base in z, for every point .= E P. The proof is based on three assertions 
listed below. 
Claim 1. Let A, B be suhspaces of T(~,j + I ) × P contahled entireh' hi T(¢ j )  × P. 
Then A M B ~ 0 implies A N B N (T(~vl) × P) ~ O. 
Claim 2. T(.:z) × P ts C-embedded into T(.:l + I ) × P. 
Claim 3. The spaces T(~vj) x P and T(~l + I) × P are ,mrmaL 
Proof of Claim !. Assume the contrary: A N B ~ 0 but A ;3 B fq (T(wt) × P)  = 0. 
Then (~'l, z*) E A f3 B for some z* E P. For each n E w one can deline m,, d,, < ~'l 
and .r,,,!l, E O,,(z*) such that (m,..r,,) E A. (/'I,,!1,,) E B and m, < d,, < m,+J. Put 
")* ---- sup{o,,: n E ~} = sup{,:/,,: ~ E ,~]'. Then 
(~*, : ' )  E {(cb,, r,,): n E ,.,)} VI {(13,,,!/,,): n E ,.a} C A f"l/3. 
Since ")'* < ,~'t. we have ('1", z.)  E A f3 B A (T(,al) x P), i.e.. a contradictmn. [] 
Proof of Claim 2. Let f "  T(~vt) x P ~ !~ be an arbitrary continuous function. Since 
each continuous function on T(,.~) is constant beginning from some countable ordinal, 
for each .r E P there are ~(.r) < ~j and !/(.r) E IR such that f('d,.r) = !/(.r) wheneve," 
o(.r) ~< d < ,~t. Putting J~(n,.r) = f(c~..r) for a < ~1 and a/(~l,.r) = .q(.r), for each 
~" E P, we obtain a function f : T(,~j + I ) × P ~ l~ extending f .  We owe to show that f 
is continuous. As T(~al ) x P is an open subset of T(~l + I ) × P, the function .[ may have 
points of discontinuity only in {,~l } x P. Suppose that f is discontinuous in the point 
(,~l,.r*), i.e., there exists an e > 0 such that for any ¢~ < wl and for every neighborhood 
U of :r* one can lind d E [n,~at] and .r E U with I.[(d,.r) - j~(,~,.,'*)l >/e. So for each 
n E w take d,  E [o(.r*),,~] and .r, E O,,(.r*) such that I f (d . . . .  ",) - J~(~l,.r*)[ /> e. 
Let ~,, = d,, when d,, < ~ and a,, = ~(x , )  when ;3,, = ,~. Then o,, < o.,~ and 
f(m,, .r , , )  = f (d , ,  .r,, ). Put o* = sup{m,: n E ~}. Then r~(.r*) ~< c~* < ~ and 
(,**..r*) E {(o,,.r, ,): n E w} N (T(~.'~) x P). 
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Since / is continuous on T(w,)  x P and I ] ( t~, , .x . )  - ] (w, , . r* ) l  /> e. we have 
I/(,~*,.,*) -](~,,x*)i >/~. But ,*  >/ ,(.,.*) implies ](¢~*.a'*) = ] ( , , : , . x ' ) .  This 
is a contradiction, so we conclude that ] is continuous on T(,,:I + ! ~ x P. [] 
Proof of Claim 3. The space T(~l + i) × P is normal even a paracompact T_,-space a.s 
the product of a compact and paracompact "/'_,-spaces. Now let us verify the normality of 
T(wt) × P. Consider two disjoint closed subsets A, B C_ T(,,:l ) × P. Then their closures 
A, B in T(,)] + I) x P do not meet because otherwise 
ArqB = A ,qBfq(T(~l )  x P) ~ 0 
due to Claim I. Since T(wl + I) x P is normal, A and B can be separated by disjoint 
open .~cts. hence A and B are separated in T(,~l) x P. [] 
Now we can easily deduce the main statement. The product T x P is homeomorphic 
to the subspace U{X~, × {u}: u E T(w + I)} of (T(~'l + I) × P) × T(w + I) where 
X ,  = T(,:l + I) × P for n E a: and X~ = T(,,.q) × P. According to Claims 2 and 3, all 
hypotheses of Proposition 1.6 hold for r = ~, Y = T(,:  + I). Hence T × P is weakly 
normal. [] 
Recall that X is a P-space [91 if for any index set S and an arbitrary family 
{C(.~,, . . . . .  .~,,): ,, e~. .~, ,  . . . . . . . . .  e S} 
with the property G(so . . . . .  s.) C_ G(so . . . . .  . s . , s .+ l )  (for all n E .o...~o . . . . .  s .  E S )  
there exists a family {F(s0 . . . . .  s , ) :  n E ~', E S} of closed subsets of X satisfying 
the conditions F(.so . . . . .  s,,) C_ G(so . . . . .  s,)  (lbr all n E ,.v, so . . . . .  s ,  E S) and 
X = U{G(.s0 . . . . .  s , ) :  n E ~} for any sequence (s,:  n E ,~) such that 
x = U{c(~, ,  . . . . .  s,,): ,, c d .  
The Tyehonoff Plank T is a P-space of a very strict type: in fact. it is sufficient o use 
a single "refining function" G ~ F(G) and put 
F (s  . . . . . . .  .~,,) = F(a(s , ,  . . . . .  s,,)), 
namely, F(G) = 0 if (T(wl) × {w}) \ a # 0 and 
F(G) = (T(wl) × {~o}) 
Problem 2.$. Suppose that X x M is weakly normal for every metri:,.able space M. Is 
it true then that X is a P-space? 
Concluding this section, we show that all properties of weak normality over IR" are 
different; moreover, a Tychonoff space of weight r " need not be weakly normal over IR ~'. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a pseudocontpact Tychonof[space attd cX be its compactifica- 
tion. Suppose that X × cX is weakly normal over R r. Then q(X) <~ 7". 
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ProoL Let e : ;3X ~ cX  be the continuous extension of the identity embedding i : X --3. 
cX.  Choose any z c f i x  \ X. Then e(z) ~_ cX \ X,  so A -- {(,r,,r): .r E X} and 
B = X x {e(z)} are disjoint closed subsets of X × cX.  Hence there exists a continuous 
map f : X × cX ---r R ~ such that f (A )  N f(/3) = O. Now define y : X x ¢,X --+ I ~ by 
the formula 
g,  (:r,, !i) = min { I, I f ,  (x, y) -- f ,  (./', a')[ }, 
where f,, : X × cX  ~ R and .q, : X x cX ---> I are co-ordinate projections of f and fl 
respectively. Then g is continuous and g(,/', c(x)) = 0 # ,q(a:, e(z)) for each .:r C X. Since 
X × cX  is pseudocompact,/3X x ~'X = fl(X x cX)  [7] and g has a continuous extension 
G:13X x cX  ~ H.  Obviously, G(z,e(z))  = 0. Hence P = {y E/3X:  G(!/,, i : ))  = 0} 
is a G~--subset of ~X such that z C P C_ f iX \ X. Consequently, q(X)  <<, 7". w 
Example 2.7. For each r there exist~ an hereditarily normal space X~- with u,(X~) = r + 
such that w(X~- × i3XT) = 7- but XT × /3XT is not weakly normal over I1~ '. 
Put X-~ = T(r+) .  X~- is pseudocompact and q(X~) = r + since the single point of 
~3X~- \ XT is not a G~--set. By Theorem 2.6. X~- x 13X~ = T( r  +) x T ( r  + + I) is not 
weakly normal over I1~ '. 
3. Hereditarily weakly normal products 
The results of this section may be considered as "weakly normal" versions of the 
classical Kati~tov Theorem 181: if the product X × Y is hereditarily normal then either 
each countable subset of X is closed or Y is perfectly normal. 
The literal restatement of Kat~tov's theorem for weak normality is not valid: the Lin- 
deltif Michael Line It~.a (see Example 2.3) is not a perfect space but I~..t x Ii~ is hereditarily 
weakly normal (since it admits a one-to-one continuous map onto IK2). However, the an- 
swer to the following question is not evident o the author. 
Problem 3.1. Suppose that X × Y is hereditarily weakly normal and X contains a 
countable nonclosed subset, is it true then that ~,(Y) ~< w? 
The answer is "yes" when one uses q-tightness instead of pseudocharacter. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a regular cardinal greater than ~" and P, (2 be TI -.waces with 
catzlinalities IPI ~< r and 1Ol/> ,k Suppose that p* is a nonisolated point of P and there 
exists a point q* E Q such that : 
(a) IQ \ U] < A.for ever3' neighborhood U of q*; 
(b) there exist two subsets C, D C Q such that ICI, IDI >i ,X and C N D C {q*}. 
Then the space Z = (P x Q) \ {(p*, q*)} is not weakb' :lonnal over the class 7>~, r. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Consider the sets A = {p*} x C and B = {p*} x D. 
By (b). A and/3 are disjoint closed subsets of Z. Therelbre one can find a continuous 
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map f : Z --+ T of Z onto a Ti-space T with ~,(T) ~< T such that f (A)  n f (B)  = ~. 
For each p E P \ {p*} the set Hp = f - i ( f (p ,q . ) )  is a G~-set in Z containing (,,q*). 
From (a) it follows that the cardinality of the set R I, -=- {q ~ Q: (p, q) ¢ Hp} is less 
than A. Put R = U{Rp: p E P \  {p*}}. Then IR[ < ,x and f (p,q)  = f(p,q*) for all 
pE  P \{p*}  andq E Q\R .  Choosea E C \RandbE D\R ; then  (p*,a) E A 
and (p*,b) E B. The maps fa :P  ~ T and f~,:P ~ T, where f , (p)  = f (p ,a)  and 
fb(P) = f(P, b), are continuous on P and coincide on its dense subspace P \ /p*  }. Hence 
f~ = fb and f(p*, a) = f,(p*) = fb(P*) = f (P ' ,  b). Thus f (A )  n f (B )  ~ 0 which is a 
contradiction. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the product X × Y is hereditarily weakly normal over the 
class T~,,r. Then either each subset of X of cardinali~" <~ r is closed or qt(Y) ~< 7-. 
Proof. Otherwise, let AI C X, [MI ~< 7- and M y~ M, and (qo: a < A) be a free 
sequence in Y converging to q* E Y where A > 7- is a regular cardinal. Choose p* E 
M \ M and put P = M U {p*}. Finally, let Q = {q,~: a < A} u {q'}. Then for P and 
Q all requirements of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, and Z = (P × Q) \ {(p*.q*)} c X × Y 
is not weakly normal over 7:'¢,,~. 
Corollary 3.4. l f  X × Y is hereditarily weakly mmnal over ~,.~ then either every subset 
of X of cmdinaliO' ~ r is closed or t (K)  <~ r for each compact subspace K C Y. 
The following statement is another easy consequence of Lemma 3.2. Recall that A(r) 
denotes the one-point compactification f a discrete space of cardinality r. 
Theorem 3.5. i f  the prodact X x A(r  +) is hereditarily weakly normal m'er 79 ~,r then 
each subset of X t~" cardinaliO' <~ -r is closed. 
We conclude with another similar result which is independent from Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that the product X × T( r  +) is weakly normal over the class 
79p . . . .  Then all subsets of X of cardina!io" ( r are ,,'l,,~e4 
We need a lemma which is a slight generalization of the well-known fact that every 
real-valued function on a regular uncountable cardinal is "'almost constant". 
Lemma 3.7. Let P be a Ti-space with pw(P) <~ T. f :T ( r  +) --+ P be an arbitrar3." 
continuous map. Then there exist a* < r + and p* E P such that f (o )  = p* for all 
Proof. Let G be a pseudobase of P with 1~71 ~< r. Put 
7~={P\u: u~} and 7-to={HE~: If-~(n)l=r+}. 
For each H E 7-/0 the set f - J  (H) is closed and unbounded in T( r  +). Then f -  I (n  7"/0) = 
n{f -~(H) :  H E 7/o} is also closed and unbounded in T ( r  +) as 17"/ol ~ r. Hence 
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f"lT/0 ~ (~. Let p* E 1"]7-/o. Put 7-/,,. = {H E 7/: p* ~ H}. Then UT-/p- = P \ {p*}. 
For each H E 7-/i,., obviously, H ~ 7-/o and hence I f - I (H) ]  <~ T. Thereibre the set 
s-,(e \ s-, U {f-,(M): 
has cardinality ~< T. Then for c~* = supf -n (P  \ {p*}) + I we have ¢~ < T + and 
f(¢~) = p* whenever c~* ~< ¢t < T +. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Denote by .(2 the set of all isolated ordinals in T(T +). Suppose 
that _M C X, ].~1] ~< 7" and M =/= M. Let .r* ~_ M \ M. Put 
Z = (3.1 x T(T+))  U ({:r*} > Y2) C X x T ( r+) .  
Now let D = CUD where CAD = 0 and ICI : IDI = ~-+. Then A -- {.r*} x C 
and B = {,r*} x D are disjoint closed subsets of Z. Suppose that f :Z  -+ P is a 
continuous map of Z onto a Ti-space P with pw(P) <~ r. By Lemma 3.7, for each 
.r E M there are ¢~,. < "1" + and Px E P such that f (x ,  ,~) = Px for all Z;t E lax, 7- + [. 
Let a* = sup{¢~.: a' E M}.  then el* < r +. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, for 3 E C 
and ?J E D such that "~,5/> ~* we conclude f(.r*.'~) = f(.r*,5). Since (.r*,7) E A and 
(.r*.5) E B, we have 2'(.4) rq f (B )  ~ (D. This means that Z is not weakly normal over 
7~p~.r. [] 
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